HOW TO REACH SSN COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, KALAVAKKAM
BY BUS/Train
Route 1
Tambaram to SSN College of Engineering
Tambaram bus stand is adjecent to Tambaram Railway station. Those who are coming
from south Tamil Nadu, the trains going to Chennai Egmore station stops at Tambaram.
Those who are coming from south Tamil Nadu by bus also get down at Tambaram and
use the following bus routes to reach SSN. The bus fare is Rs. 13 for low floor Delux
buses and Rs.10 for other buses. It takes about 45-55 minutes to reach SSN College.
Route no 515- Mamallapuram, 555- Thirupporur, 55K -Thirupporur, 566-Thirupporur,
115 -Mamallapuram
----------------------------------------Route 2 (BY TRAIN)
Broadway to SSN College of Engineering
OPTION 1
Those who are coming from north India and north Tamil Nadu can use this route. At the
gate of Chennai Central Railway station, you can catch a bus for Broadway. Normally all
the buses coming to that bay will go to Broadway bus stand. The bus fare for Chennai
central to Broadway bus stand is Rs. 5 for ordinary bus, Rs. 7 for Delux buses. It takes
4-6 minutes to reach Broadway.
At Broadway bus stand you can get the bus to Kelambakkam (frequency 20 minutes).
The bus fare for Broadway to Kelambakkam is Rs. 19. It takes 1 hr 30 minutes to reach
Kelambakkam.
Route No. 21H and 21H AC– Kelambakkam, 521- Thirupporur
OPTION 2
Catch a taxi from the pre-paid booth within the railway station. The cost is about Rs.800
for SSN.
-------------------------------------------
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Route 3
Koyambedu (CMBT) to SSN College of Engineering
Those who are coming from north Tamil Nadu and North India by bus can use this route.
At Koyambedu bustand we have two systems. One is for moffusel and the other one for
Metro. From Moffusel bus Stand Platform No 5 you can catch Route no 119 to
Kalppakkam/Mamallapuram, which go via SSN College of Engineering. The bus fare is
Rs.12.
From Metro side that is just outside of the Koyembedu bus stand you can get Route no
570 to Kelambakkam. For delux buses the fare is Rs 19 and for AC buses fare is Rs. 55.
Both the buses cover the distance about 1.30 min to 2 hr depends on the traffic.
---------------------------------------------BY AIR
Route No 4
Chennai Airport to SSN College of Engineering
Option 1
You required to come out the airport area and cross the road to catch a bus to Tambaram.
Catch any bus from the list for Tambaram bus terminus. The fare is Rs. 5-9 depends on
the services. The time taken to cover this distance is about 15-25 minutes depending on
the traffic. After get down at the bus terminus you are requested to use the Route 1
(already mentioned above) to reach SSN college of engineering.
Route numbers: LG18, XG18, G18NS, LA18, XB18EX, XE18, XB18, LB18, XPP21,
PP21, XP21, L70, X70A
Option 2
You required to come out the airport area and catch a bus to Saidapet. Catch any bus
from the list (given below) to reach Saidapet. The bus fare is about Rs.10-19 depends on
the services. The time taken to cover this distance is about 20-30 minutes depends on the
traffic.
X1B, L1B, 1BNS, LG18, XG18, G18NS, LL18A, LA18, LA18CU, XB18EX, XE18,
LH18, XB18, 18ANS, LB18, 18A, 52GFS, 52 D, 52 B, 52, M55, 60
From Saidapet to Kelambakkam you required to catch Route no 19B or 519 to reach
Kelambakkam. The fare is about Rs. 19 for delux bus and Rs. 15 for ordinary service.
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This Option (Option 2) is a lengthy one and not preferable to reach SSN.
Option 3
Catch a taxi from the pre-paid booth within the airport. The cost is about Rs.700 for SSN.
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